[Endovascular method of treatment of the sac-like aneurysms of the middle brain artery vasculature, using separatable coils].
The problem of treatment of the sac-like aneurysms of the middle brain artery (MBA) basin constitute one of significant, existing in endovascular neurosurgery, due to peculiarities of the structure and localization they owe. This aneurysm usually owes wide neck and frequently its architectonics depends on peculiarities of the MBA branching, where they are localized (especially the M1-M2 portion). For estimation of efficacy and prophylactic significance of endoscopic method of treatment it is mandatory to determine strictly, in what kind of anatomically characterized aneurysms the performance of endovascular occlusion procedure is indicated. General estimation of localization and anatomic peculiarities of the MBA aneurysm, which were treated throughout 6 years, using endovascular method, was conducted.